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Abstract 

 

Females are highly fashion conscious irrespective of their sizes. They are never satisfied when 

looking in the mirror. Always have common questions like “What will I wear?” in their mind. 

Whether they are naturally too tall, too short, too fat, too skinny list of how to wear will go on 

forever. There is a selection problem every day for many females about what to wear and how to 

coordinate their own clothes. 

Fashion has become a vital part of a women’s life. No matter how old or young they are, each 

woman tend to spend an enormous amount of trying to pick up the perfect outfit for an occasion. 

It is vital to wear appropriate clothes for the occasion and your age. Since it reflect our manner, 

taste, how we regard the event and the host of the occasion that we attend and most people might 

not realize but a nicely dressed person is treated and recognized well in the society.  

But a lot of women have a hard time choosing outfits for a particular occasion due to lack of size 

or because of many options to choose from.  

To help the ladies get the perfect outfit for an occasion, your personal stylist was developed to 

recommend an outfit accurately by considering many parameter such as body measurements.  

The proposed system was implemented using Data mining techniques along with Spring MVC, 

Hibernate and Maven frameworks. The design and the implementation have been carried out in 

an effective and an efficient manner.  
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